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Theoretical model for motility and processivity of two-headed molecular motors

Ryo Kanada and Kazuo Sasaki*
Department of Applied Physics, Tohoku University, Aoba-yama, Sendai 980-8579, Japan

~Received 5 February 2003; published 27 June 2003!

The processive motion of two-headed molecular motors is studied theoretically by introducing a model that
takes into account the coordinated motion of the constituent heads and the detachment process of heads from
linear molecular tracks. The mean velocity, the mean run length, and the mean run time of the motor along the
track are calculated numerically based on the Langevin equation. It turns out that the model, with appropriate
choice of model parameters, can explain qualitatively the dependence of these quantities on the external load
and adenosin triphosphate concentration observed experimentally for kinesin motors. Furthermore, we discuss
how the motility and processivity of the motor are affected by various model parameters, which may be tested
by experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Kinesin is a motor protein that moves unidirectiona
along a one-dimensional polar track called a microtubu
and is responsible for intracellular transport of vesicles a
organelles@1,2#. A kinesin motor can translate long distanc
by hydrolyzing a large number of ATP~adenosin triphos-
phate! molecules before it dissociates from a microtubu
This property, known asprocessivity, contrasts with the fac
that certain motor proteins, such as myosin II in musc
dissociate from tracks after a single cycle of ATP hydrolys
In the case of conventional kinesin, it is thought that t
processivity is closely related with its two-headed structu
one head remains attached to the microtubule, while
other, detached head, explores for a new site on the trac
be attached; hence the molecule can translate in a ‘‘ha
over-hand’’ fashion@1,3# or in an ‘‘inchworm’’ style @4#. The
velocity and the run length have been studied extensively
conventional kinesin by observing the motion of individu
motor molecules@5–8#.

Various theories have been proposed to explain the
perimental results on kinesin motility. They can be group
into two categories. One approach uses a multistate chem
kinetic description and postulates that the motor st
through a sequence of discrete chemical states@8,9#. Al-
though this phenomenological approach is successful in
producing the experimental data with appropriate choice
model parameters@9#, it does not provide information on
how each head in a kinesin molecule works to produce u
directional motion of the motor. In theories of the seco
category a motor is viewed as one or a set of Brown
particle~s! moving in a one-dimensional periodic potenti
representing the interaction between a motor and a tr
@10–19#. One-particle models are easier to analyze, and
only the motor velocity@10–17,19# but also the detachmen
process of the motor from the track@18# have been studied
However, one cannot investigate the way the two heads
ordinate in processive motion of a motor based on o
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particle models. Brownian-particle models with multidegre
of freedom have been introduced based on the hand-o
hand mechanism@12,19# or the inchworm mechanism
@13,17# to study the unidirectional motion of kinesin motor
but no attempts seem to have been made to describe
dissociation of motors from microtubules.

The purpose of the present paper is to propose an alte
tive model of the Brownian-particle type for kinesin moto
that allows us to study both the coordination of the mo
heads and the detachment process. In our model, a kin
motor is described as a system consisting of three Brown
particles representing the two heads and a ‘‘hinge’’@13# that
is connected to the heads with strings corresponding
‘‘neck linkers’’ @20# in a kinesin molecule. Each head is a
sumed to behave like a particle in the Brownian ratc
@14,15#, since the motility of the single-headed kines
KIF1A is likely to be explained by this mechanism@21,22#,
and the thermal detachment process of the head is inclu
in a way described in Ref.@18#. A recent experimental find-
ing @20# of neck-linker ‘‘docking,’’ a conformational change
of a kinesin molecule, is also taken into account in o
model.

The motility and processivity of a molecular motor d
scribed by the present model is studied by the numer
simulation. It is found that the dependence of the motor
locity and the run length of the motor along the track on t
external force~load! and the ATP concentration obtaine
here agrees qualitatively with that observed experimenta
Furthermore, it is observed that the heads move in a ha
over-hand fashion rather than an inchworm style, though
have not assumed neither of the mechanisms explicitly.

The paper is organized as follows. Our model is describ
in the following section. After the method of numeric
analysis and the choice of model parameters are explaine
Sec. III, we will present the results of simulation and provi
qualitative discussion about them in Sec. IV. Section V w
be devoted to concluding remarks.

II. MODEL

A. Outline of the model

We consider a simple model, whose structure is schem
cally shown in Fig. 1, for a two-headed molecular mot
c-
©2003 The American Physical Society17-1
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kinesin. The system consists of two heads and a hinge. E
head is tethered to the hinge by a ‘‘neck linker,’’ a string w
certain properties explained below. Here the hinge is
sumed to represent the coiled-coil region~neck, stalk, and
tail! of kinesin together with a latex bead glued, in the e
periments, to the tail; an external load is applied to the b
in an optical-trap experiment. The object consisting of
coiled-coil part of the motor and the bead is treated a
single rigid body, a hinge, for simplicity.

A head can be attached to or detached from the micr
bule track. In the attached state a head can move along
track, whereas it undergoes three-dimensional diffusive m
tion with constraints caused by the neck linker. In the lat
case, only the displacement of the head along the track
be considered explicitly in the present model. Similar si
plification will be made in describing the motion of th
hinge.

Each head in a kinesin motor catalyzes the hydroly
reaction of ATP into ADP and inorganic phosphate Pi, AT
→ADP1Pi. The forward reaction is dominant under th
condition of high ATP concentration and low ADP conce
tration, which is realized in the experiments on molecu
motors and in living cells. Therefore, we shall ignore t
backward reaction in what follows. After the hydrolysis
completed at the nucleotide-binding site on a head, Pi
ADP molecules leave the head sequentially. Hence, a h
goes through four chemical states cyclically as

K→KT→KDP→KD→K, ~1!

where K is the nucleotide-free state~K stands for kinesin
without nucleotide!, KT or KD is the state with ATP or ADP
bound, respectively, and KDP is the state with both ADP a
Pi bound. Considering the fact that a head can be attache
or detached from the microtubule track, one may need
take into account at least eight distinct states for each h

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the present model fo
two-headed kinesin motor. The motor consists of two heads~white
ellipses! and a hinge~shaded circle!, and each head is connected
the hinge with a string, called a neck linker, of lengthr. The heads
interact with a polar track with a periodic structure of periodl. The
motor is supposed to move to the right, the forward direction, if
external forceF is applied to the hinge. The displacements of t
heads and the hinge are represented by thex coordinate with thex
axis lying parallel to the track and pointing to the forward directio
A head is treated as a rigid body that makes no rotational mo
and has the extent of lengthd along the track.
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In order to make the model simple and still capable
describing the processive motion, we shall consider only
five states shown in Fig. 2, i.e., states K, KD, KT, MK, an
MKT. In the states labeled with and without symbol M, th
kinesin head is attached to and detached from the micr
bule. The meanings of the other symbols are the same
those explained earlier except that the two stages, KDP
KD, in chemical cycle~1! is now considered as a single sta
labeled KD. Since it is known@23# that the affinity of the
head with the microtubule is large in states K and KT wh
it is small in state KD~in simplified notation!, we do not take
state MKD into account.

Among possible transitions between these five states, o
those indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2 will be considered
the present model. In this figure the symbols attached to
arrows represent the rates of the corresponding transiti
The three transitions MK→MKT, MKT →KD, and KD
→MK are associated with the chemical cycle of ATP h
drolysis, and hence the reverse processes to these trans
are ignored for the reason explained earlier. Transitio
MK→K and MKT→KT are thermal activation processe
we shall assume that the affinity of the head to the track
the same in states K and KT, and hence the transition rate
these processes will bear the same valuea. Similarly, the
same transition rateb will be assigned to the reverse trans
tions K→MK and KT→MKT. Transitions KT→KD and
KD→K will not be taken into account because the hydro
sis of ATP and the release of ADP proceed very slowly in
absence of microtubule@1#. Transition K→KT is expected to
occur with the rate close tovT , since the rate should b
determined by how often the head encounters ATP molec
as in the case of transition MK→MKT. However, the other
transition, K→MK, from state K is likely to proceed much
faster and dominates the transition from this state~see Table
I below and the Appendix!. Therefore we ignore transition
K→KT.

The heads and the hinge undergo translational mot
while each head changes its state through the transition
dicated in Fig. 2. The processive motion of the motor on
track lasts until both the heads become detached. Hence
are interested in the situation where at least one of the he
is in an attached state, and wish to figure out how long s
a situation lasts. The detailed descriptions of the translatio
motion and the transition rates in our model will be giv
separately in the following subsections.

a

o

.
n

FIG. 2. Five states of a head considered in the present mode
represented by the boxed symbols, and the transitions betwee
states are indicated by the arrows. A head is attached to the tra
states MK and MKT, while it is detached in the other states, K, K
and KT. The symbol accompanying each arrow denotes the as
ated transition rate.
7-2
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR MOTILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061917 ~2003!
B. Translational motion

Let x1 and x2 be the locations of the heads along t
track, andxh be that of the hinge. We assume that the
variables change with time according to the followin
Langevin equations in the overdamped limit@15#:

1

m j n

dxn

dt
52

]

]xn
Wj 1 , j 2

1Gn, j n
~ t ! ~n51,2!, ~2a!

1

mh

dxh

dt
52

]

]xh
Wj 1 , j 2

1Gh~ t !, ~2b!

where m j n
is the mobility of thenth head in statej n ( j n

5K, KD, KT, MK, MKT) and mh is the mobility of the
hinge;Wj 1 , j 2

is the potential energy of the system when t

first and second heads are in statesj 1 and j 2, respectively;
G ’s are random forces acting on the heads and the hinge.
mobilities of a detached head and the hinge are thought t
determined by the viscosity of the surrounding fluid~water!,
while the mobility of an attached head is likely to be limite
by the ‘‘protein friction’’ @24# arising from the interaction
between the head and the track; see the Appendix and T
I. Accordingly, it will be assumed that the mobility of a hea
is different in attached and detached states, i.e.,

m j n
5H ma for j n5MK, MKT

md for j n5K, KD, KT.
~3!

The random forces are, as usual, of Gaussian with z
means and and the following variances@25#:

TABLE I. The values of the parameters used in the numer
calculation whose results are presented in Figs. 5, and 7–9.
third column indicates the locations in the text where the mean
or the definitions of the parameters are provided.

Parameter Value Meaning

l 8 nm Fig. 1
d 4 nm Fig. 1
r 2.25 nm Fig. 1

ma 104 nm/(pN s) Eqs.~3!, ~2a!
md 1.63107 nm/(pN s) Eqs.~3!, ~2a!
mh 105 nm/(pN s) Eq.~2b!

Ua 25kBT Fig. 3
a 2 nm Fig. 3
a0 0.025 s21 Eq. ~18!

b 53105 s21 Fig. 2
vD 1.13103 s21 Fig. 2
kT 2 (mM s)21 Eq. ~17!

V0 1.5 s21 Eq. ~14!

V1 104 s21 Eq. ~14!

k 80 nm21 Eq. ~14!

l th 6.5 nm Eq.~14!

d 0.32 nm Eq.~16!

K 16.46 pN/nm Eqs.~9!, ~10!

f 5.66 pN Eq.~10!
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^Gn, j n
~ t !Gn, j n

~ t8!&5~2kBT/m j n
!d~ t2t8!, ~4a!

^Gh~ t !Gh~ t8!&5~2kBT/mh!d~ t2t8!, ~4b!

where the angular brackets indicate the statistical averagekB
is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature, andd(t) is
Dirac’s d function; random forces with different subscrip
are statistically independent.

The potential energyWj 1 , j 2
of the system may be ex

pressed as follows:

Wj 1 , j 2
~x1 ,x2 ,xh!5U j 1

~x1!1U j 2
~x2!1U j 1 , j 2

~x1 ,x2!

1Uh,j 1
~xh ,x1!1Uh,j 2

~xh ,x2!1Fxh ,

~5!

where U j n
(xn) represents the interaction between thenth

head in statej n and the track,U j 1 , j 2
(x1 ,x2) the interaction

between the heads,Uh,j n
(xh ,xn) the interaction between th

hinge and thenth head in statej n , and Fxh the potential
attributed to the external force~load! F acting on the hinge.
The motor is supposed to move towards the plus end of thx
axis without the load, and a positive value is assigned toF if
the force acts ‘‘backwards;’’ the positive and negative dire
tions of thex axis will be referred to as forward and bac
ward directions, respectively.

We assume that a head interacts with the microtubule o
when it is in attached states:

U j n
~xn!5H U~xn! for j n5MK, MKT

Ud for j n5K, KD, KT,
~6!

whereUd is a constant whileU(x) should be a periodic and
asymmetric function ofx, due to the periodicity and polarity
of the microtubule structure. A simple piecewise linear fun
tion of the sawtooth shape shown in Fig. 3 will be used
U(x), as often used in the literature of Brownian ratch
models@14,15,21,22#. This particular functionU(x) is char-
acterized by the potential heightUa, the periodl, and the
distancea from a potential minimum to the nearest max
mum on the right, see Fig. 3. It will be assumed that 0,a
, l /2 ~the potential would be symmetric ifa5 l /2).

A head occupies a finite volume in space, and the t
heads will not overlap. This excluded-volume effect is re
resented byU j 1 , j 2

in Eq. ~5!. It will be assumed that this
effect works only if both the heads are attached to the tra
since a detached head is supposed to undergo th

FIG. 3. The potentialU(x) representing the interaction betwee
the track and a head in attached states. The transition MKT→KD of
a head is possible when it is located in one of the intervals of len
d indicated by the bold lines on thex axis.
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R. KANADA AND K. SASAKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061917 ~2003!
dimensional Brownian motion, which will not be affecte
very much by the other head. Thus, we adopt the follow
expression for the head-head interaction: Letd be the length
of a head along the track~see Fig. 1!, then

U j 1 , j 2
~x1 ,x2!51` ~7a!

if ux12x2u,d and bothj 1 and j 2 are either MK or MKT, and

U j 1 , j 2
~x1 ,x2!50 ~7b!

otherwise.
A head interacts with the hinge through the neck linker.

order to model this interaction, we take into account t
effects suggested by the experiments. The first is the
called neck-linker docking@20#: for a single-headed con
struct of kinesin it is suggested that the neck linker is flu
tuating if the head has no nucleotide or it binds AD
whereas the linker is held fixed~docked! on the head when
ATP is bound. This leads us to assume that the hinge-h
interaction depends on the nucleotide state of the head:

Uh,j n
~xh ,xn!5H V0~xh2xn! for j n5K,MK,KD

VT~xh2xn! for j n5KT,MKT,
~8!

whereV0 andVT represent the interactions in the undock
and docked states, respectively, and will be specified be

The second concern about the hinge-head interactio
the lengthr of the neck linker. It is observed that two-head
kinesin motors take steps of stridel @26#. However, the neck
linker is not long enough (2r , l ) to allow this step size, and
it is suggested that the coiled-coil region~represented by the
hinge in the present model! needs to be unwound partiall
when the kinesin moves. We assume that an undocked li
behaves like a flexible string~without elasticity! and that an
elastic restoring force acts if the coiled coil is unwound~i.e.,
if uxh2xnu.r ). With these assumptions we have

V0~Dx!5H 0 for uDxu,r

1

2
K~ uDxu2r !2 for uDxu.r ,

~9!

whereK is the elastic constant associated with unwinding
the coiled coil.

The hinge-head interaction in the docked state,VT in Eq.
~8!, will be described as follows. When a head is in states
or MKT, the head interacts with the neck linker such that i
most stable if the full lengthr of the linker is docked on the
head. However, if the hinge is pulled backwards~towards the
negativex direction!, by the external load or by the othe
head, the linker may be ‘‘unzipped’’ partially~see Fig. 4!. We
suppose that the energy associated with the linker-head i
action increases in proportion to the length of the unzipp
portion of the linker. The unwinding of the coiled-coil regio
may also occur. Lety be the length of the unzipped portion
of the linker andu be the length of the unwound coiled co
~see Fig. 4!. Then the hinge-head interaction can be e
pressed as
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where the parameterf .0 represents the strength of th
docking, and has the dimensions of force;f will be referred
to as the docking force.

We would like to expressVT in Eq. ~10! as a function of
Dx5xh2xn , wherexh andxn are the locations of the hing
and the head, respectively. If the docking is incomplete~see
Fig. 4!, y is related withDx andu asy5(r 2Dx2u)/2. The
stretchu, in this case, should be determined such thatVT is
minimized for givenDx, which results inu5 f /K. In the
case of complete unzipping we havey5r andu5uDxu2r ,
whereas in the case of complete docking we havey50 and
u5uDx2r u. Thus we obtain, from Eq.~10!,

VT~Dx!5 f ~r 2Dx!2 f 2/2K ~11a!

for 2r 2 f /K,Dx,r 2 f /K ~incomplete docking!,

VT~Dx!52 f r 1K~Dx1r !2/2 ~11b!

for Dx,2r 2 f /K ~complete unzipping!, and

VT~Dx!5K~Dx2r !2/2 ~11c!

for Dx.r 2 f /K ~complete docking!.

C. Transition rates

There is experimental evidence that the chemical re
tions on the two heads of a motor molecule are coordina
to realize the processive motion of the motor. In other wor
some of the transition rates shown in Fig. 2 associated w
one head depends on the locations of the heads and/or o
state of the other head.

Consider the situation where one head is attached and
other with ADP bound is detached. It is known@1# that the
detached head releases the ADP very slowly if the attac
head has no nucleotide, while the binding of ATP to t
attached head accelerates the release of ADP from the se
head drastically~by about 5000-fold or more!. We take this
fact into account in a simplified way: the ratevD1 of the
transition for head 1 from states KD to MK is assumed to
given by

vD15H vDQ~ ux12x2u2d! if j 25MKT

0 otherwise,
~12!

wherevD is a constant and the step functionQ, defined by

FIG. 4. Partially docked neck linker is represented schematic
together with the hinge and the head associated with the linker.
docked portion of the linker is hatched. Hereu andy are the lengths
of the stretched and unzipped portions of the linker.
7-4
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR MOTILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061917 ~2003!
Q~x!5H 1 for x.0

0 for x,0,
~13!

represents the excluded-volume effect of the heads. The
pression forvD2, the corresponding transition rate for he
2, is given by Eq.~12! with subscripts 1 and 2 interchange

Transition MKT→KD is another example that is assoc
ated with a coordination of the two heads: the detachmen
a head associated with the ATP hydrolysis is accelera
drastically by the presence of the other head~one-headed
kinesin is detached very slowly!, and it is suggested that th
attachment of the second head on the microtubule ca
intramolecular strain that catalyzes the detachment of
first head@23#. In the present model, we assume that
detachment ratevH increases abruptly from a small valueV0
to a large oneV1 when the distance between the hea
~strain! exceeds certain threshold valuel th , and express it as
follows:

vH~x12x2!5 1
2 $V01V11~V12V0!

3tanh@k~ ux12x2u2 l th!#%, ~14!

wherek is a parameter.
We make another assumption, proposed by Prostet al.

@10,15,16,18#, on the transition MKT→KD: the hydrolysis
reaction of ATP is catalyzed most efficiently when the he
is bound at particular sites on the microtubule. Followi
Prost et al. @10,15,16,18# it will be assumed that the ATP
hydrolysis and hence the transition MKT→KD takes place
when the head is in small intervals of lengthd around the
minima of the potentialU(x) for the head-track interaction
These intervals are indicated by the bold lines on thex axis
in Fig. 3. The transition rate for head 1 is expressed as

vH1~x1 ,x2!5vH~x12x2!Q loc~x1!, ~15!

where the functionvH is given in Eq.~14!, andQ loc is de-
fined by

Q loc~x!5H 1 if U~x!,~d/ l !Ua

0 otherwise.
~16!

The expression forvH2, the corresponding transition rate fo
head 2, is given by Eq.~15! with subscripts 1 and 2 inter
changed.

The rest of the transitions shown in Fig. 2, other than
two discussed above, are supposed to take place inde
dently on the two heads. Transition MK→MKT results from
the binding of ATP on a head. Hence, the correspond
transition ratevT is assumed to be proportional to the AT
concentration@ATP#, i.e.,

vT5kT@ATP#, ~17!

wherekT is a constant. The detachment processes MK→K
and MKT→KT as well as their reverse processes are cau
by the thermal fluctuation, and it would be reasonable
assume that
06191
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with a0 being a constant and thatb is independent ofx, the
location of the head@18#.

III. METHOD OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

We integrate the coupled Langevin equations~2! numeri-
cally, by taking account of the transition rates discussed
Sec. II C, to analyze the processive motion of the motor
the present model. This Langevin simulation is carried
for a large number of samples, under the following init
condition:

j 15MK, j 25KD, x15x25xh50 ~19!

at t50. The simulation for each sample is continued un
both the heads become detached~become in states K, KD, o
KT!. Let t i be the time at which the simulation of thei th
sample ends, andLi be the location of the hinge in thi
sample at this moment. The sample average oft i and Li ,
denoted bŷ t& and^L&, will be called themean run timeand
the mean run length, respectively. Themean motor velocity
^v& is calculated as a weighted average

^v&5(
i 51

N

v iwi , wi5t iY(
j 51

N

t j ~20!

of sample velocitiesv i5Li /t i , whereN is the number of the
samples and the weightwi is proportional tot i since the
variance ofv i is inversely proportional tot i . The number of
samples used in the actual numerical simulation isN5100
for the low ATP concentration of@ATP#55 mM and N
51002400 for the high ATP concentration of@ATP#
52 mM.

Our main interest is the dependence of^v&, ^L&, and^t&
on the external loadF and the ATP concentration@ATP#.
Apart from F and @ATP#, there are 19 parameters in th
present model. Their values are set, unless otherwise st
as listed in Table I in the numerical analysis such that
results can be compared with experiment on kinesin. T
values or the ranges of values for some parameters~e.g., l
andmd) can be determined more or less directly from expe
mental facts, while the others~e.g.,k andd) cannot be as-
signeda priori. The Appendix explains how we have chos
the values of the parameters listed in Table I.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Movement of the heads

In Fig. 5~a! we show the trajectories of the two hea
obtained in a typical simulation withF50 pN and@ATP#
52 mM. It can be seen that the motor of the present mo
steps forward with increments ofl 58 nm. In this figure,
each of the vertical arrows indicates a moment when
ATP molecule is hydrolyzed~i.e., transition MKT→KD
takes place!. It is clearly seen that the ATP hydrolysis
strongly coupled to the 8 nm steps, in agreement with
experiments~with low loads and high ATP concentrations!.
7-5
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R. KANADA AND K. SASAKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061917 ~2003!
By contrast, the trajectories forF57 pN shown in Fig. 5~b!
reveal that the motor often takes backward steps of size 8
or moves neither forward nor backward by consuming A
molecules under the high load.

Let us discuss the movement of the heads and its rela
to their chemical states in some detail. For this purpose
other discussions presented below, we refer to Fig. 6, wh
shows various states of the motor in the present mode
gether with transitions, indicated by the arrows, betwe
them. In this figure the shaded and white circles repres
head 1 and head 2, respectively, and a letter inside a c
indicates the chemical state of the corresponding head.
example, in the state labeled I head 1 is in state MK and h
2 is in state KD; state I may change into state Ia with r
a(x1) or into state II with ratevT . Note that Fig. 6 present
only a part of all the possible states of the motor, which w
be important in our discussion.

When the motor takes one step forward, it changes
state through the path I→II→III →IV shown in Fig. 6 by the
wide black arrows; another path II→III →V→VI is also
available if the ratevT is large under high ATP concentra
tions. State IV~state VI! is equivalent to state I~state II!
except that head 1 and head 2 are interchanged and th

FIG. 5. Parts of the trajectories of the two heads~black and gray
lines! obtained in typical simulations with@ATP#52 mM for ~a!
F50 pN and ~b! F57 pN. The locations of the heads were r
corded every 0.057 ms for~a! and 0.57 ms for~b!. Each of the
vertical arrows indicates the moment when one ATP molecule
consumed. The horizontal line segments labeled I, II, etc. repre
the time intervals when the motor is in states I, II, etc., respectiv
shown in Fig. 6.
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tached head in state IV~state VI! is located at a distancel
58 nm ahead of the site where the attached head in sta
~state II! is located. We have indicated in Fig. 5~a! which
portions of the trajectories correspond to these states by
horizontal line segments labeled I, II, III, and IV. From th
figure, we can understand that the motor in this condit
make a forward step of 8 nm not in a ‘‘inchworm’’ style bu
in a ‘‘hand-over-hand’’ style.

When the motor takes one step backward under h
loads, it changes its state through the path I→II→III 8
→IV 8 or II→III 8→V8→VI 8 in Fig. 6. On the other hand
the sequence of transitions II→III 8→V8→VII 8 leads to a
futile process in which the motor returns to the same locat
after consuming one ATP molecule. The time interval cor
sponding to these states are indicated by the line segm
labeled I, II, III8, etc., in Fig. 5~b!.

B. Processivity

The mean run lengtĥL& as a function of loadF is shown
in Fig. 7 for @ATP#52 mM and @ATP#55 mM, and the
mean run timê t& is plotted in the inset of Fig. 7. Both run
length and run time decrease as the load increases. By
trast, the dependence of these quantities on the ATP con
tration has opposite tendency:^L& increases whilê t& de-
creases as@ATP# increases. These properties of the mean
length are also observed experimentally@8#. The calculated
value of ^L& is on the order of the experimental one: in th
case of the high ATP concentration of 2 mM, Fig. 7 sho
that^L&;600 nm forF;0, which should be compared wit
^v&;1000 nm for F;0 obtained experimentally by
Schnitzer, Visscher, and Block@8#; in the case of the low
ATP concentration of 5mM, we have^L&;200 nm forF
;0, while ^L&;500 nm forF;0 in the experiment@8#.

High processivity is realized under the low load both
our simulation and in the experiment. In order to achie

is
nt

y,

FIG. 6. A part of all the possible states of the motor, which w
be important in our discussion, and sequences of transitions
tween them. The shaded and open circles indicate head 1 and
2, respectively. The track is represented by the potential profile
Fig. 3, and the dot beneath it indicates the position where the
tached head in states I and II is located. The wide black arro
indicate the transitions that occur frequently under the low exte
force F;0. The wide hatched arrows indicate the transitions t
lead to backward steps and become important under the high e
nal forceF. f . The wide open arrows indicate the transitions lea
ing to the detachment of the motor from the track.
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high processivity, the detachment of an attached head sh
hardly occur when the other head is already detached.
means that the rate of transition I→Ia in Fig. 6 should be
much smaller than the rate of transition I→II, and that the
rates of transitions II→IIa and II→IIb should be much
smaller than the the rate of transition II→III. As explained
below, these conditions are realized by the low ratea0 of
thermal detachment from the bottom of the potential val
and by the coordination of the two heads associated with
ATP hydrolysis represented by Eq.~14!.

Since the attached head is located near the bottom o
potential valley forF;0 because of large potential heig
Ua@kBT, the rates of transitions I→Ia and II→IIa are about
a0;1022 s21. This rate is much smaller than the rate
transition I→II, because the latter is as large asvT
;10 s21 even for the low ATP concentration of 5mM. The
rate a0 is also much smaller than the rate of transition
→III, which is of the ordervD;103 s21 @27#. Thus, we see
that the thermal detachment of the motor is unlikely to oc
for F;0. Now, according to Eq.~14!, the rate of the detach
ment due to the ATP hydrolysis, II→IIb, is V0;1 s21 if the
distance between the heads in state II is small such tha
equality

ux12x2u, l th21/k ~21!

is satisfied, whereas it can be quite large,V1;104 s21, if the
distance is so large that inequalityux12x2u. l th11/k holds.
One can deduce from Eq.~5! that in state II the hinge is
located at

xh5H r 2F/K, F, f

2r 2F/K, F. f
~22!

and the attached head is sitting atx150 if the thermal fluc-
tuation is neglected. The detached head moves back

FIG. 7. The mean run lengtĥL& as a function of the loadF for
@ATP#52 mM and@ATP#55 mM. Inset: mean run timêt& as a
function of the loadF for @ATP#52 mM and@ATP#55 mM.
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forth in the interval of length about 2r around the hinge
sincemd@mh . Therefore the distance between the heads
state II is at most

ux12x2u;2r 1bAkBT/K ~23!

for F;0, where the second term on the right-hand side, w
b being a factor of order unity, is due to the stretching of t
neck linker by thermal fluctuation. With the parameter valu
listed in Table I, the distance given by Eq.~23! satisfies
inequality ~21!. Thus, we find that the rate of detachment
→IIb is aboutV0;1 s21, which is much smaller than the
rate of transition II→III, implying the high processivity.

It is expected from the above discussion that the proc
sivity for F;0 will be reduced ifK, l th , or k becomes small,
since these changes in parameters are unfavorable fo
equality ~21! being satisfied. We have verified this expec
tion by numerical simulation~date not shown!.

Let us consider the dependence of the mean run len
^L& on the ATP concentration under the low external lo
(F;0). Let pd be the probability for the motor to leave th
track in each cycle of stepping. Then the mean run length
be estimated as

^L&; l /pd , ~24!

since the detachment occurs approximately once in 1pd
steps forpd!1 ~high processivity!. Here, probabilitypd can
roughly be estimated as

pd;
ã

vT
1

V01ã

ṽD

, ~25!

where the first term is the contribution from transition
→Ia and the second term from transitions II→IIa and II
→IIb. In this equation,ã is the rate of thermal detachmen
~transition I→Ia or II→IIa) and may be approximated bya0

for F;0, andṽD is the rate of transition II→III, which is
different from vD due to the excluded-volume effect in
cluded in Eq.~12!. In state II, the hinge is located atxh;r
2F/K for F, f , as given in Eq.~22! ~assuming that the
attached head is sitting atx150), and the detached hea
moves rapidly in the interval@xh2r ,xh1r # of length 2r ,
resulting in a uniform distribution of its position. Howeve
this head can be attached to the track only when it is in
interval @d,xh1r # of length 2r 2F/K2d because of the ex
cluded volume due to the attached head. Therefore, the
fective rate of transition II→III is estimated as

ṽD;vD

2r 2F/K2d

2r
for F;0, ~26!

which is about one order of magnitude smaller thanvD . We
see from Eq.~25! that pd is expected to decrease with in
creasing@ATP#, which explains, together with Eq.~24!, the
dependence of̂L& on @ATP# observed numerically~Fig. 7!.

The dependence of the mean run time^t& on the ATP
concentration forF;0 can be understood in a similar wa
Let kATP be the rate of the ATP hydrolysis cycle, which co
7-7
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responds to the cycle of transitions I→II→III →IV ~or the
alternative cycle II→III →V→VI in the case of high ATP
concentration! in Fig. 6 for F;0. Then the mean run time
can be estimated as

^t&;1/kATPpd , ~27!

wherepd is the probability of detachment introduced abov
For the ATPase ratekATP we would have

1

kATP
;

1

kT@ATP#
1

1

ṽD

1
1

V1
, ~28!

where the three terms on the right-hand side are the ave
lifetimes of states I, II, and III. Considering the values of t
parameters listed in Table I, we can neglectã in the second
term in Eq.~25! and the last term (1/V1) in Eq. ~28!, since
a0!V0 and ṽD!V1. Substituting Eqs.~28! and ~25! after
making these simplifications into Eq.~27!, we obtain

^t&;
1

V0
F11

~V02a0!ṽD

V0vT1a0ṽD
G . ~29!

The second term in the square brackets in this equation
resents the dependence of^t& on the ATP concentration
since vT5kT@ATP#. Note thata0 in the numerator of this
term can again be neglected (a0!V0), and one finds from
Eq. ~29! that the mean run time decreases with increas
ATP concentration, which explains the dependence of^t& on
@ATP# observed in Fig. 7.

It may be interesting to see whether the crude estimate
^L& and ^t& discussed above give the values comparable
the numerical results shown in Fig. 7. Substituting the
rameters adopted in Table I into Eqs.~24! and ~27!, we get
the following values for F50: ^L&;640 nm and ^t&
;0.69 s at @ATP#52 mM, while ^L&;530 nm and^t&
57.3 s at@ATP#55 mM. These values are on the same o
der of the results of the simulation forF50 ~see Fig. 7!:
^L&.593 nm and̂ t&.0.74 s at@ATP#52 mM, while ^L&
.230 nm and^t&.3.2 s at @ATP#55 mM. The discrep-
ancy is larger for the low ATP concentration, which
thought to result from the underestimation of the therm
detachment rateã by a0.

We can guess the dependence of mean run length^L& not
only on vT but also onvD from Eqs.~24! and ~25!. Since
parametervD is supposed to decrease with increasing A
concentration,̂ L& is expected to get smaller as the AD
concentration becomes larger. For example,^L& for F50
and @ATP#52 mM is estimated to change from 640 nm
290 nm with the decrease invD from 1100 s21 to 500 s21,
according to Eq.~24!. This tendency was confirmed by th
numerical simulation~data not shown!: ^L&;600 nm for
vD51100 s21, and^L&;270 nm forvD5500 s21.

So far, we have considered the processivity under the
load. If the load is increased, the attached head in state I
in Fig 6 will have larger chance of climbing the potenti
slope backwards by the thermal fluctuation, and hence
06191
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rate of the thermal detachment given by Eq.~18! will in-
crease. This explains the load dependence of the process
shown in Fig. 7.

C. Mechanochemical coupling

The experimental evidence@28,29# indicates that conven
tional kinesin takes one step forward every time it hyd
lyzes one ATP molecule under the condition of low lo
(F;0) and high ATP concentration (@ATP#;2 mM). In
other words, the mechanochemical coupling is tight. Figur
suggests that the tight coupling seems realized in the pre
model for F;0, and the tight coupling has been assum
implicitly in the discussion of processivity under low load
in the preceding subsection. In order to measure the de
of mechanochemical coupling in the present model, we
fine a mechanochemical coupling parameterc by

c5
1

N (
j 51

N Nj
step

Nj
ATP

, ~30!

whereN is the number of samples in the simulation,Nj
step

5L j / l is the number of net steps~the number of forward
steps minus that of backward steps! in the j th sample, and
Nj

ATP is the number of ATP hydrolysis cycles. This couplin
parameter is plotted against the loadF in Fig. 8. One sees
that the coupling is tight (c;1) in a wide range ofF (F
,4 –5 pN) irrespective of the ATP concentration. AsF is
increased beyond this range, the coupling parameterc de-
creases sharply and becomes zero at a certain value ofF at
which the motor velocity, to be discussed in the followin
subsections, vanishes.

FIG. 8. The mechanochemical coupling parameterc, defined by
Eq. ~30!, as a function of the external loadF for @ATP#52 mM and
@ATP#55 mM.
7-8
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR MOTILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061917 ~2003!
In order to achieve the tight coupling in the prese
model, the motor needs to repeat the cycles of transitio
→II→III →IV or II →III →V→VI in Fig. 6. Departures
from these cycles may result in termination of process
movement~by transition I→Ia, for example!, stepping back-
wards ~e.g., II→III 8→IV 8), or consuming ATP molecule
without taking steps~e.g., V→VII); the first process was
discussed in the preceding subsection and the others wi
considered here. It will turn out that the docking pheno
enon, the excluded-volume effect of the heads, and the as
metry of potentialU(x) play important roles in realizing the
tight coupling under low loads in the present model.

First, we note that the chance of transition II→III 8, which
may result in a backward step, is quite small forF;0. As
seen in Eq.~22!, the hinge in state II is located about di
tancer ahead of the attached head, head 1, because o
docking of the linker. Therefore, the detached head, hea
in this state cannot move to a position more than distancd
~excluded length! behind the attached head (x2,x12d) un-
less a fairly large fluctuation in the position of the hin
occurs, whereas it has no difficulty to move forward su
that x2.x11d, as we have discussed in deriving Eq.~26!.
Thus, it is seen that the linker docking and the exclud
volume effect make the probability of transition II→III
much larger than that of transition II→III 8.

Second, we show that even if transition II→III 8 happens
to take place it will not result in destruction of the tig
coupling for F;0 @30#. The asymmetry of potentialU(x)
ensures that the detached head in state II of Fig. 6, hea
will fall in the valley of potentialU(x) where the other head
~head 1! sits rather than the left valley next to it when head
is attached to the track as a result of transition II→III 8. Head
2 in state III8 tends to sit nearx252d because of the slop
of potentialU(x) and the excluded-volume effect. This fa
implies that state III8 is quickly transformed into state III9 by
thermal activation with the rate of abouta(2d);4
3105 s21, which is much larger than the rates of the oth
possible transitions from state III8: the rate of transition to
IV 8 @31# is estimated from Eq.~15! to be vH1(0,2d);V0
;1.5 s21, that to state V8 is at mostvT;43103 s21 even
at high ATP concentration of 2 mM, and the detachment
head 1 by thermal activation~this process is not shown i
Fig. 6! occurs with ratea0;1022 s21. Now the thermally
detached head in state III9 will be reattached with the high
rate ofb̃;b(2r 2d)/2r .63104 s21, converting the motor
into state III, where the rateb̃ is estimated as in the case
ṽD in Eq. ~26!; note that transition III9→III 8 is unlikely to
occur for F;0 for the same reason explained above w
transition II→III 8 is unlikely to occur. If state III is realized
the thermal detachment of head 2~transition III→III 9)
hardly occurs because the rate of this transition is as sma
a(x2);1 –100 s21, compared tob̃, which is estimated from

x2;2r 12Ua/@K~ l 2a!#6A2kBT/K, ~31!

for F;0; this equation comes from the consideration
force balance and the thermal fluctuation based on Eq.~5!.
From these arguments, it can be concluded that state II8 is
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transformed effectively into state III under the low loa
leaving little possibility of taking a backward step or resu
ing in a futile process from state III8.

Third, we consider another path leading to the reduct
of coupling parameter: transition from state V to state VII
Fig. 6 triggered by the hydrolysis of an ATP molecule o
head 2 rather than head 1. Note that state VII is ident
with state II, and therefore after the sequence of transiti
II→III →V→VII the motor returns to the same position eve
though one ATP molecule is consumed. However, the tra
tion V→VII is unlikely to occur, as explained as follows
The rate of this transition is given byvH2(x2 ,x1), which is
defined by Eq.~15! with subscripts 1 and 2 interchange
This rate is zero, due to the factorQ loc(x2), unless head 2 is
located very close to the potential minimum atx5 l , such
that the condition

l 2x2,~ l 2a!d/ l ~32!

is satisfied. Due to the asymmetry of potentialU(x) and
limited lengths of the linkers, the rear head~head 1! tends to
sit near the bottom of the potential valley (x1;0), while the
front head~head 2! is pulled backwards against the potent
slope away from the bottom. The location of head 2,x2, in
state V as well as state III can be evaluated by Eq.~31!, and
the left-hand side of inequality~32! is estimated to be in the
range 0.71–2.12 nm with the parameter values in Tabl
while the right-hand side of this inequality is calculated to
0.24 nm. Thus, we find that condition~32! is not satisfied and
therefore the transition V→VII is unlikely to occur.

The above arguments explain how the tight mec
nochemical coupling is realized in the present model w
parameters listed in Table I under low loads irrespective
the ATP concentration. Furthermore, the discussion ass
ated with inequality~32! implies that the mechanochemic
coupling parameterc for F;0 will decrease ifd is in-
creased,K is decreased, orr is increased. The amount o
decrease inc is expected to be larger for the high ATP co
centration than for the low ATP concentration, because
frequency of the transition III→V, which can result in the
reduction ofc by transition V→VII, gets larger as the ATP
concentration gets larger. We have carried out numer
simulations by changing the values of these parameters
have actually observed these tendencies~data not shown!.
For example, the coupling parameterc for F50 is found to
change from 0.96 to 0.73, as the neck-linker lengthr is in-
creased from 2.25 nm to 2.75 nm.

Let us turn our attention to the dependence of the c
pling parameter on the load. Under the low load (F;0), the
main pathways of the transitions are I→II→III →IV or II
→III →V→VI, as described above. But, if the external for
F gets larger than the docking forcef, the position of the
hinge in state II is shifted backward@see Eq.~22!#. There-
fore, with the increase inF, the probability of transition II
→III 8 gets larger and that of transition II→III becomes
smaller. If the rear head~head 2! in state III8 is attached in
the potential valley where the front head~head 1! is sitting,
the motor is transformed quickly into state III through the
mal detachment III8→III 9 and reattachment III9→III of head
7-9
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R. KANADA AND K. SASAKI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061917 ~2003!
2, as discussed above. However, there are such occasion
largeF that head 2 is attached in the left valley next to th
where head 1 is located. In this case, transition III8→III 9 is
unlikely to occur, because head 2~rear head! tends to sit at
the bottom of the valley, where the rate of thermal deta
ment is quite small (a0;1022 s21), due to the asymmetry
of potentialU(x) as explained before. Therefore, transitio
III 8→IV 8 and III8→V8 can take place under high loads. A
a result, the frequency for the motor to make backward st
increases with the external force. Thus, we expect that
coupling parameter gets smaller as the external force
comes larger, which is what we see in Fig. 8.

D. Velocity

The dependence of the mean velocity^v& on the loadF
~the force-velocity curve! for two choices of ATP concentra
tion, @ATP#52 mM and@ATP#55 mM, is shown in Fig. 9.
The velocity decreases with increasingF, and becomes zero
at a certain value of the load, which is called astall force Fs;
the velocity is negative for the load beyond the stall for
Note that the mean run length and the coupling parame
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, also vanish at the stall force. T
force-velocity curves in Fig. 9 agree qualitatively with tho
obtained experimentally by Visscher, Schnitzer, and Blo
@7,8#: the stall force as well as the velocity grows with AT
concentration. This dependence of the stall force on A
concentration was not clearly shown by the earlier theo
that take the two-headed structure of kinesin into acco
explicitly @12,13,17#. Although we have not tried to adjus
the model parameters so that quantitative agreement betw
the theory and the experiment is achieved, the values of
velocity and the stall force are not very far from those of t
experiment: in the case of the high ATP concentration o
mM, Fig. 9 shows that̂ v&;800 nm/s forF;0 and Fs
;7 pN, which should be compared with^v&;800 nm/s for

FIG. 9. Load-velocity profiles under the two ATP concentr
tions,@ATP#52 mM and@ATP#55 mM. Note that different scales
of the velocity are used in the two cases.
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F;0 and Fs;7 pN obtained experimentally by Vissche
Schnitzer, and Block@7,8#; in the case of the low ATP con
centration of 5mM, we have^v&;70 nm/s forF;0 and
Fs;6 pN, which should be compared witĥv&;60 nm/s
for F;0 andFs;5.5 pN in the experiment.

Roughly speaking, the mean velocity^v& of the motor is
in proportion to the ATPase ratekATP :

^v&;clkATP , ~33!

wherec is the mechanochemical coupling parameter, defin
by Eq. ~30!, and l is the step size~the period of the track!.
Since the coupling is tight (c;1) in the wide range of the
load, F,4 pN ~see Fig. 8!, the dependence of the velocit
on the load in this range seen in Fig. 9 should reflect
dependence of the ATPase rate on the load. If the couplin
tight, the ATPase rate can be estimated by Eq.~28! with Eq.
~26!. The force-velocity curve of Fig. 9 for smallF can be
understood qualitatively from Eq.~33! with c51 together
with Eqs. ~28! and ~26!. The first term in Eq.~28! explains
the dependence of^v& on the ATP concentration: as@ATP# is
increased,kATP and^v& increase. The second term in Eq.~28!
together with Eq.~26! account for the load dependence: asF

is increased,ṽD decreases and hence^v& becomes smaller.
Note that the load dependence of^v& is more profound at

higher@ATP# in Fig. 9: ^v& at F54 pN is about half of̂ v&
at F50 for @ATP#52 mM, while ^v& at F54 pN amounts
to 70% of ^v& at F50 for @ATP#55 mM. This tendency
may be explained by Eq.~28!. At high ATP concentrations
the second term in Eq.~28! is dominant, and the change i
ṽD resulting from variation ofF affectskATP more strongly
than in the case of low ATP concentration where the fi
term in Eq.~28! is dominant.

It may be worth noting that the crude estimate of t
ATPase ratekATP given in Eq.~28! with Eq. ~26! yields rea-
sonable values of velocity forF;0. Substituting the param
eters listed in Table I to these equations, we obtain the
lowing values from Eq.~33! with c51 for F50: ^v&
;940 nm/s at@ATP#52 mM and ^v&574 nm/s at@ATP#
55 mM. Compare these values with the corresponding
sults of the simulation~see Fig. 9!: ^v&.820 nm/s at
@ATP#52 mM and^v&.70 nm/s at@ATP#55 mM.

The rough estimate of the mean velocity^v& by Eq. ~33!
with Eqs.~28! and~26! enables us to predict the dependen
of the velocity on other parameters. For example, under
low external force (F.0), the mean velocity becomes larg
~especially at the high ATP concentration!, as the neck-linker
length r or the transition ratevD is increased. Actually, we
have confirmed this tendency by the numerical simulat
and obtained the following results: asvD is decreased from
1.13104 s21 to 53102 s21, ^v& for F50 gets smaller from
823 nm/s to 376 nm/s. Asr is increased from 2.25 nm to 2.
nm, ^v& becomes larger from 823 nm/s to 1305 nm/s. The
values are not too far from those obtained from Eq.~33! with
Eqs.~28! and ~26!.

The dependence of the mean velocity^v& on the loadF in
a range near the stall forceFs is not so easy to understand
contrast to the case of low loads. There seems to be
7-10
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THEORETICAL MODEL FOR MOTILITY AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061917 ~2003!
simple way of estimating the mechanochemical coupling
rameterc and the ATPase ratekATP when the coupling is no
longer tight, because the motor takes various pathway
transition sequences leading to forward steps, backw
steps, and futile consumption of ATP molecules in such
circumstance. Although we can understand qualitatively
discussed in Sec. IV C, that the coupling parameterc de-
creases with increasingF for largeF, we are unable to esti
mate how fast it decreases. As forkATP , it is difficult to
predict even the tendency whetherkATP increases or de
creases ifF gets larger aroundF;Fs. Numerical simula-
tions ~data not shown! reveal that asF is increasedkATP
decreases forF,5 pN but increases forF.5 pN in the case
of high ATP concentration of 2 mM. We have not unde
stood this behavior quite well, but the increase inkATP for
largeF seems responsible for the appearance of the ‘‘sh
der’’ around F;5 pN in the force-velocity curve for
@ATP#52 mM in Fig. 9. By contrast, we find numericall
that kATP decreases monotonically with increasingF but it
varies very slowly in the case of@ATP#55 mM. In both of
the high and low ATP concentrations, the rapid decreasec
observed in Fig. 8 forF;Fs is likely to explain the behavior
of the force-velocity curve of Fig. 9 near the stall force.

E. Stall force

As we have pointed out in the preceding subsection,
stall force in the present model increases with the ATP c
centration. This tendency may be explained as follows. C
sider the system in the ‘‘stalling condition’’ in which back
ward steps occur as frequently as forward steps. Let us
whether the velocity of the motor will increase or decrea
from zero, if the ATP concentration is increased while t
other parameters are held fixed; the increase~decrease! in the
velocity under this circumstance implies the increase~de-
crease! in the stall force, becaused^v&/dF,0 in the stalling
condition. The increase in@ATP# results in the increase in th
ratevT of ATP binding, and transition III8→V8 seems to be
most influential on the velocity among other ATP bindin
processes. The increase in the rate of transition III8→V8
implies the decrease in the probability of transition II8
→IV 8; the former transition may result in either a backwa
step (V8→VI 8) or a futile process (V8→VII 8), while the
latter leads only to a backward step under the high loa
Hence, backward steps occur less frequently as the ATP
centration is increased, which explains the dependence o
stall force on@ATP# observed numerically.

The docking forcef seems essential for the model to pr
duce the value of the stall force comparable to the exp
mental one. We have found~data not shown! that Fs is only
about 4 pN for@ATP#52 mM if f 50, and thatFs increases
with f. The reason whyFs is an increasing function off can
be understood as follows. In the stalling condition the tra
sitions from state II to state III and to state III8 occur with
comparable probabilities. It is not difficult to see that t
average location of the hinge in state II shifts towards f
ward direction iff is increased, even though the stable po
tion without the thermal fluctuation is independent off: xh
52r 2F/K, see Eq.~22!. Therefore, iff is increased, the
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probability of transition II→III will increase, which results
in the increase in velocity from zero; this implies the e
hancement of the stall force.

V. CONCLUSION

We have constructed a model for two-headed molecu
motors that can describe how the two heads coordinat
produce processive motion and can explain various exp
mental results qualitatively. From the numerical simulati
of the model, demonstrating that the motor in our mod
moves in a hand-over-hand fashion, the following results
sociated with motility and processivity of the motor ha
been obtained:~1! the motor moves by taking one step ea
time one ATP molecule is hydrolyzed~tight mechanochemi-
cal coupling! under low loads;~2! the mean run length de
creases with increasing load, whereas it becomes larger
increase in the ATP concentration;~3! the mean run time
decreases with increasing load and with increasing ATP c
centration;~4! the velocity of the motor decreases with in
creasing load because the ATPase rate decreases for
loads and the mechanochemical coupling parameter
creases for high loads near the stall force;~5! the stall force
increases with ATP concentration. Results~1!, ~2!, and ~5!
agree qualitatively with what have been observed for tw
headed kinesin motors experimentally@7,8,28,29#, and the
other results,~3! and ~4!, are hoped to be tested by futur
experiments.

The dependence of various quantities characterizing
motility of the motor on the model parameters have a
been investigated numerically and based on intuitive ar
ments. Here we note, among others, the dependence o
ratevD of ADP release and the lengthr of the neck linker,
because these parameters can be controlled experimen
~i.e., vD by changing the ADP concentration andr by muta-
tion!. It is found that the mean run length and the me
velocity decreases but the mean run time changes little w
vD is increased; the mean velocity increases but the me
nochemical coupling parameter decreases whenr is in-
creased.

In the present model, it is supposed that the free ene
released by the ATP hydrolysis is used to drive the transit
of a motor head from the attached state to the detached s
not to translocate the motor directly. The force that drives
motor to move against the viscous environment and exte
loads is provided mainly by the slope of the asymmet
sawtooth potential for a head attached to the track. Never
less, the coupling between the stepping movement of
motor and the ATP hydrolysis reaction results at low loa
from the combined effects of the asymmetry of the potent
the head-linker interaction, and coordination of the two he
as explained in Sec. IV C.

Although we have demonstrated that the present mo
explains various experimental results qualitatively, it sho
be noted that the model is based on several assumption
which we do not have clear evidence yet. They include
asymmetric sawtooth potential, the interaction between
head and a neck linker~the docking effect! expressed by the
first term in Eq.~10!, the effects of a head on the chemic
7-11
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reaction occurring on the other head~coordination of
the heads! represented by Eqs.~12! and ~14!, and the
assumption that the hydrolysis of ATP on a head is poss
only when the head is located at particular sites on a mic
tubule. Much theoretical and experimental efforts need to
made to clarify the validity of the present model as well as
get better understanding of the mechanism of molecular
tors.
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APPENDIX: VALUES OF PARAMETERS

We shall explain how the values of the parameters lis
in Table I have been chosen. The structural data of the
crotubule and the kinesin provide information on the periol
of potentialU(x), the lengthd of a head and the lengthr of
a neck linker. The period of the microtubule 8 nm should
identified with l. The size of a kinesin head is reported to
about 4.534.537 nm3 @1# and 33339 nm3 @13#, from
which we setd54 nm @17#. The neck-linker region of kine-
sin is not clearly defined, and its length is estimated to
2 –4 nm@32,33#; the value ofr in Table I is in this range.

The mobilities md and mh of a detached head and th
hinge, respectively, may be estimated from the Stokes
by assuming that they are spherical objects moving in w
~aqueous solution!. The sphere corresponding to the head
assumed to have the same volume as the head, and h
radius of 3 nm is used to obtain the value ofmd in Table I.
The hinge in the present model represents the coiled-coil
of kinesin together with a bead attached to it in the exp
ment. Since the bead is the largest component, the diam
of which is typically 1mm, the mobility of the hinge can be
approximated by that of the bead. The value ofmh in Table I
is close to the mobility of a sphere of radius 0.5mm. The
mobility ma of an attached head can be much smaller th
md , since the ‘‘protein friction’’@24# arising from the inter-
action between the head and the microtubule track is
pected to be much larger than the viscous drag from
surrounding fluid. The mobility due to the protein frictio
may be estimated from the observed Brownian motion o
one-headed kinesin KIF1A along a microtubule when ADP
bound on KIF1A @21,22#. From the diffusion constantD
;43104 nm2/s obtained from this observation, the mobili
is estimated to be about 104 nm/(pN s) according to the Ein
stein relation. We adopt this valuema, since the structure o
the head of KIF1A is similar to that of conventional kines
considered in this work.

We have little information on the shape of the potent
U(x) for the head in attached state other than its periodic
We suppose that the potential heightUa is comparable to the
chemical energy of about 20kBT released by the hydrolysi
of one ATP molecule. For the distancea from a potential
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minimum to the nearest potential maximum, we choose
valuea52 nm, which is nearly equal to that used by Pro
et al. @10,15,16,18#.

Parametera0 represents the detachment rate of a head
thermal fluctuation when it is located at a most stable site
the track. We guess thata0 is of the same order of magnitud
as the detachment ratea08 of a single-headed kinesin
constructed from two-headed kinesin by truncation, w
an unhydrolyzable ATP analog~AMP-PMP! bound on it;
the single-headed kinesin with AMP-PMP is known
bind strongly on the microtubule at particular sites cor
sponding, perhaps, to the minima ofU(x). The value ofa0
we use is comparable toa08;0.01 s21 obtained experimen-
tally @23#.

The rateb of attachment of a detached head to the tra
may be estimated as follows. Roughly speaking, a detac
head undergoes free diffusion inside the spherical region
radius 2r around the attached head until it encounters
track. Accordingly, we would have 1/b51/b111/b2, where
1/b1 is the average time the detached head spends befor
encounter andb2 is the transition rate for the head in th
vicinity of the track to be attached to it. The encounter ra
can be estimated asb1;2mdkBT/(2r )2, which yields b1
;106 s21 with the adopted values formd andr. The attach-
ment rateb2 must satisfy the relation of the detailed balan

b2 /a5exp$@Ud2U~x!#/kBT%, ~A1!

where Ud is the potential value in the detached state.
would be reasonable to assume thatUd.maxx U(x), then we
haveb2.109 s-1 from relations~A1! and ~18! with a0 and
Ua adopted above. Thus, it turns out thatb1!b2, and there-
fore b.1/b1; the value ofb in Table I is consistent with this
estimate.

ParametersvD , kT , andV0 are related with the chemica
reactions occurring on a head. Information on these par
eters is available from experiments on the kinetic behavio
kinesin motors. For a single-headed construct of conv
tional kinesin, the rate of ADP release was observed to
about 300 s21 @34,35#, which is on the order ofvD we chose.
The experimental data on the attachment rate of ATP@34,35#
indicates thatkT;2.0 (mM s)21, and we adopted this valu
for kT . ParameterV0 is considered to be the rate of AT
hydrolysis on a head in the absence of coordination with
other head, and hence it should be comparable to the
drolysis rate of about 3.0 s21 observed for a single-heade
construct of kinesin; the value ofV0 in Table I is consistent
with this observation.

Little experimental information is available for the oth
parametersV1 ,k,l th ,d, K, andf. We adopt the value used b
Parmeggianiet al. @18# for d, the range of an interval on th
track where a head can hydrolyze an ATP molecule. We h
decided the values of the remaining five parameters, a
carrying out a number of numerical simulations, such t
the motor velocity under the low load (F.0 pN) and the
stall force are on the order of those measured in the exp
ment by Visscher, Schnitzer, and Block@7,8#.
7-12
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